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 ■ Consolidate PRC studies into 2 files: inpatient & ambulatory 

 ■ Flag units that may be too small 

 ■ Show performance for all categories at a glance 

 ■ Identify which units may need extra coaching 

 ■ Optimizes question & benchmark selection 

 ■ Helps you catch errors in question selection 

 ■ Create 4 category tables for submission 

 ■ Prepares ANCC formatted graphs 

 ■ Minutes to evaluate your performance

ENHANCED MAGNET® 

ANALYTICS

SIMPLIFY YOUR JOURNEY TO 
MAGNET® EXCELLENCE

PRC is a trusted research partner to help you navigate the application process for 

the American Nurses Credentialing Center (ANCC) Magnet Recognition Program®. 

Our new analytic solution optimizes your hospital’s patient satisfaction indicators for 

the best chance at achieving Magnet® designation, promoting global excellence in 

nursing and healthcare across the country. 

VIEW YOUR FULL MAGNET® OUTLOOK

PRC’s new, intuitive enhanced Magnet® analytics solution is designed to streamline your Magnet® 

journey efforts, offering in-depth reporting that measures and monitors performance across several key 

indicators. Our solution clearly  identifies areas for improvement, and with our automated smart reports, 

your hospital saves hours of time in reporting that you can now further invest into achieving your nursing 

excellence goals.

BENEFITS OF USING OUR ENHANCED MAGNET® ANALYTICS TOOL
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SUBMIT YOUR APPLICATION WITH CONFIDENCE

By clearly showcasing your progress across all Magnet® categories, you have peace of mind in presenting the data sets 

best suited for reporting. From there, we generate the tables and graphs necessary for submission, ensuring you have 

everything you need to complete the patient satisfaction indicator sections of your Magnet® application.

Let PRC inform, inspire, and guide your journey to ANCC Magnet® excellence. Contact us today at  

info@prccustomresearch.com.

Reflect on performance.  

Reviewing the most recent 8 quarters, have you met 

the Magnet® threshold for excellence in 4 categories?

Copy and paste your tables.  

The red/green table required for submission for each 

category is prepared and ready for you to copy and 

paste into your documentation.

Get all your graphs. 

Switch between 

categories quickly to 

view only the graphs 

you need for your 

submission.

In the swing of things.  

In the middle of your submission period, do you have the 

potential to meet the Magnet®  threshold for excellence in 4 

categories considering the number of quarters remaining in 

your reporting period?

Submission simplified.  

Select the best categories to submit for your patient 

experience data by reviewing the questions with the highest 

performance.


